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About This Game

Relive dark footage recorded from the perspective of multiple characters in this unique first person horror. Each character has
had an alternate experience in different locations, but they all have something in common which connects them. Take control of

a young female and relive these moments through found footage to uncover the sinister link between the strangers.

The game’s distinctive VHS effect and colour scheme delivers a realistic 1980s feel as the player progresses through different
characters and moments in time, with hidden clues and messages that can only be discovered by re-playing the levels. Each

location has a different twist and new enemies to encounter; some are aggressive, while others lurk in the shadows waiting for an
opportunity to strike.

Use light to reveal what is hidden beneath the cover of darkness, and use the camera as a guide to expose what the human eye
cannot perceive.

FEATURES
. Multiple Character Stories (Switched up Gameplay)

. Xbox Controller Support
. Different AI Behavior (Each Level plays different)

. Gather Collectibles to dive deeper into the story
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. Hidden Objects only "Visible" by a few held items
. Play The Story in any order you choose

. Re-Wire Locked doors, and lock pick to gain access to rooms.
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Omg this game has huge loads of potential to become one of the very best Round based tactical games on steam !!

The game takes place in world war 2, already got my heart for that. Graphics are very soft and smooth, very well optmised and
you don't need a beast computer to run this, all looks great from colors to nice reflection effects to animations.

The music is great too and the audio effects (guns etc) sound TOP NOTCH !!

I really recommend this game if ur a hard fan of world war 2 games, and love tactical games especially, the game is multiplayer
so its really fun and u need to communicate with ur team in order to win the battle.

Hope they add : trading cards, more maps, more guns and in general tons of more content, this game is going to become a
reference on steam i feel it coming !!!

Ok now time to go play another battle, cya on the battlefield soldier !!!
. harder than dark souls. + Once I figured out you have to upgrade the towers in game, made it far more enjoyable.
+ Cool music
+ Instant fun pick up and play game
+ Very challenging
+ good price on sale
+ Gets better the more you play

I like this game, I hope the game gets developed a little furthur, to give more of a wasteland experience.
I want to check out the original GTA clone this dev made too, looks interesting.

- Had to lock framerate to 60 fps otherwise some animations run too fast for me.
- Some things need explaining, are all artifacts the same for everyone? as some suck for my playstyle , can they be reset?
- not enough time to place towers in later game.
- Landscape looks good but not really interactive, you should be able to find secrets
- The risk scavenging could be better, should make it more like a text game.
- Need more stats to work out what towers are doing. another great platformer game with an already known funny character of
an eastern man - while in previous game we were gathering moccassins, this time we are fighting some evil police force being an
FBI agent - there are lots of levels, bosses, enemies, weapons - easy to make a perfect game as there are only 6 achievements..
No one play. Honestly- I expected this game to be a lot worse than it is. If I wasn't reviewing it I wouldn't pay $15, but I've
played worse for more. It might be worth it just for the terrible translations.

Take a look here, would you buy it?: https:\/\/youtu.be\/6Vogf0yaiwA
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This a very addicting game that can be a quick play, or eat a whole 2 hours of your time.
P.L.P.A. Is a 16-bit dungeon crawler full of randomizing rooms, Traps, enemies, bosses, an tons of items.
The item system used is a "Grab-n-Go" style where you find a power up and decide to take it or leave it. The enemies randomize
just like the rooms, and the maps often times consist of 20 or so rooms. It always keeps me on my toes because its so EASY TO
LOSE! The second you go "hey a potion!" you have a boulder crush you or an enemy hits you. Stay awake or sleep for good.
Overall a fantastically made game. I am eager waiting for updates and play it regularly. Give the weak graphics some mercy,
because this gameplay is GOLD.. Raffle Blast is a beautifully made software in my opinion. I very much enjoy the logical yet
artistic feel to the system and the raffle ball's physics are everything I could ask for and more. I really enjoy the themes too,
each in their own way. I highly suggest this program to any event, party, or individual like myself who enjoys raffles and
drawings and the ultimate event customization. Great price too. Very well done indeed!. BIg step from 2013. Game is well done.
Fun to play. Worth every penny. Grab some friends and farm to your hearts desire! If you are willing to play online with a group
of people. Add me! I wil be quite wiling to join!. This is the same company that made Desert Ride Coaster this a great roller
coaster experience.. in my opinion, ishizuchi had a nice speed 27,5 knots produced below Myogi full upgraded propultion 28
knots but still better than another tier IV BB cuz they can't even reach 25 knots speed.try to not broadside so often and don't go
alone. recommended to accompany with other vessels cuz she had a bad AA protection & very weak horizontal armor. she had
5x2 305mm main battery for full broadside salvos so you need to angling your foockin' azz if you won't got r4ped by enemy
vessels. for pack bonuses ehhhhh not bad. but for the prices not worth it better wait for 95% off discount or even free gift or
maybe bought other vessels pack instead XD.. like this review if you found this review helpful :v. Fun to play as but no one
asked for him.. I really like this game so far.

New release - Ghostdream:
When you die, you normally have only one simple wish - to return and tell them - "Hey, guys - it's OK" But returning is not
easy....

http://store.steampowered.com/app/545800

Only in release week you can buy Ghostdream with 15% discount! Don’t miss this offer!. Stream and Giveaway on Twitch!:

Next up - two premieres this week on Steam! Join BluNectarine on our Official Twitch Stream and watch her struggle in
'Bedtime Blues' and 'The Childs Sight'! We will be giving away game keys so don't miss it!

Tune in on Thursday, March 28th at 12:00pm CET
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https://www.twitch.tv/foreverentertainment

https://store.steampowered.com/app/966540/Bedtime_Blues

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1002310/The_Childs_Sight. We are the Plague BETA KEYS!!:

We'd love to hear your professional opinion about our game - so if you are an influencer, Steam curator, twitcher or youtuber
we've got a treat for you! Mail pr@forever-entertainment.com from your official account for a chance to get a Stem key for
"We are the Plague" prologue before anyone else!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/992690/We_are_the_Plague/
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. Diggerman on Steam!:

Grab your trustworthy shovel and dig through countless mud layers! Who knows what you may find - treasures? Explosives?
ANGRY HUGE MOLE?
Diggerman Steam Store page is now available - add to your wishlist for more!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1001600/Diggerman/. Final Take now available on Apple TV!:
Explore the dark footage recorded from the perspective of multiple characters and discover the sinister link between the
strangers. Our unique first person horror game Final Take - now available on Apple TV!

------------------------------------------------

Final Take teraz dostępne na Apple TV
Poznaj pełną grozy historię z perspektywy różnych bohaterów i odkryj jaka mroczna tajemnica ich łączy. Nasz horror z
perspektywy pierwszej osoby Final Take - teraz dostępny również na Apple TV!
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